To Be Green and Efficient

DT4L
Linerless Desktop
Barcode Printer

Linerless label is the label that without backing sheet or as known as liner paper.
Based on this technology, GoDEX comes out with a new barcode printer named DT4L.
The linerless label cutter is standard provide to this model, which brings up “Print – Cut Paste” serial integration of operation process. Reducing the worthless liner paper and
contribute more to our environment.

Key Features
203 dpi (8 dots/mm) Direct thermal print head, printing speed up to 6 ips (152 mm/s)
Maximum printing width : 108 mm
Special Linerless label cutter as standard configuration.
Cutter cover is designed can be open and close, easy for cleaning when necessary.
The mechanism and platen are manufactured into anti-stick design, helping stabilize
label output.
Variety of transmission interface with high adaptability.

Anti-Stick Design
The platen and mechanism of DT4L are made
by special anti-stick material. It will neither
affect the linerless label output, nor weaken
the label adhesive, which maintain the
completeness of linerless label while printing.

Linerless Label Cutter
GoDEX linerless label cutter has both “High
Quality and Durability” features, accurately
cutting labels into user needs. However, cutting
high sticky labels, cleaning would be necessary,
by pressing both buttons on the side to open
the cover and clean the knife surface.

Diversity of Transfer Interfaces
Whether using Ethernet connection via LAN or using
RS-232 connect with electronic scale, three different
commonly used interfaces as DT4L’s standard supply,
which allow it could handle most of the applications.
(Standard interfaces include USB 2.0, RS-232 Serial and Ethernet)

DT4L certified by MAXStick’s product test verification.
MAXStick is a corporation who first specializes and develop linerless label.
Among their label products, GoDEX DT4L is honored to be recognized by MAXStick.
MAXStick News: http://maxstick.com/2018/08/14/688/
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Suggested Application
Due to the convenience of Linerless label, allowing DT4L could be worked in Retail,
Healthcare, Food Manufactory, Logistics, and etc.
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GoLabel Label Design Software
GoLabel is a powerful label design software
and it's FREE for all GoDEXbarcode printer
users. A laserjet / inkjet compatible version
of GoLabel PDF is also available to download.
Visit GoDEX global site: www.godexintl.com now and
experience it!

